
Goddess 
 

thoughts swim around in a tide of memories 

struggle to stay afloat, barely wading 

above the thin cold line of consciousness 

 

barely breathing 

barely remembering  

 

others timeless and deep  

solitary drops once fused together 

like a primordial soup spilling into stars 

now splitting at their seams 

like a silenced wave crashing onto shore 

that screams no more. that dreams no more.  

that isn’t moved by the moon no more. 

it barely passes by. 
 

I. 

she passed by with barely a glance 

no sign nor signal and still i followed, 

a hard, bronzed and wide-eyed Athena 

carved out of stars and dipped in night  

by ancient gods long since retired. 

 

like any celestial body her gravity pulled 

like sun and moon she glowed and flowed and 

rose like a Phoenix from ashes, burning fire-red, 

fueled by dreams with whispers on her wings,  

through the dark that fell like twilight. 

 

and i, caught up in her sparkled night 

trapped like a deer in merging headlights,  

staring down another wrong road 

looking for signs of which to way to go 

looking left, never thinking right 

thinking I left her just out of sight. 

 

 along comes another headlight 

 

stunned numb and stupid, another road kill,  

another fallen buck just looking for thrills 

then left for dead on just another tired  

and lonely street of dreams. 



 

she came out of everywhere, and nowhere. 

gave me nothing and everything 

somehow, we found something 

on that island we called someplace. 

 

forged in fire and fueled by flesh, it  

consumed us, and entombed us within 

surrounded by water that rose with each tide 

swelling and rising, rising and reclaiming  

what the heavens and earth cast away. 

 

...and I still followed 

wherever she flowed. 

 

 
II.  

should I blame it on nature?  

its cursed-blessed dance of attraction 

its ups and downs and upside-downs  

its overhead or its under-handed moves  

its deer-eyed affection in need of attention 

its demon-eyed passion void of compassion? 

     

always wanting more… 

 

wanting and waiting, still worn sore. 

still wishing away on long-awaited stars. 

licking wounds and reminiscing scars 

still foolishly chasing childish dreams 

still asking what the fuck all this means. 

 

III. 

butterflies lose their wings  

caged inside a stomach too long.  

soon bitter acids take their toll 

and digest them whole. 

 

another insubstantial meal  

not raw enough to feel 

too fleeting and surreal 

to satisfy such a hunger 

 

born in the belly 



rising from the sea 

reaching toward angels 

like a winged and toothless dream. 

    

dangled out in front of us, tangled up 

in touches and wispy-white clouds 

strangled and out of breath. 

 

from running too hard and wanting to fly 

from too many roads and not enough sky 

from too many stops or too many starts 

from one-too-many promises made in the dark. 

 
IV. 

round and round  

on the merry-go-round 

and around again we go 

where we stop nobody knows. 

 

does anyone know? 

could anyone know? 

 

another place far from time 

another rhythm without a rhyme 

 

another spin on a tireless block 

another tick on a careless clock 

 

another twist on the hand of fate 

another tired try before it’s too late 

 

another soft smile in another hard crowd 

another high trip on another low cloud 

 

another dark road on another bright night 

another long fall from another short sight 

 

another dark goddess whispers my name  

another fallen angel wakes me from a dream 

 

…and i’ll still follow 

wherever she goes. 
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